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Enjoy
The Original
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#koelstra

Instagram

Facebook

@Annemiek @ Annemiek

HELLO
KOELSTRA

Follow us and share your 
#koelstra moment!

Over 80 years ago Koelstra was founded, a traditional Dutch brand where safety, 

quality and comfort were our prime concern.

Throughout the years our assortments widened and innovations caused the 

products to be adapted to contemporary designs. We want to offer every child 

the chance to discover the world with our products: outside with our buggy’s and 

strollers; inside with our travel cots and bouncers. Each products was developed 

and designed with our companies’ core values in mind.

Enjoy your Koelstra product, your child; your originals. Want to know more about 

Koelstra or one of our products? Have a look at koelstra.com. 

Enjoy The Original 

what ’s  new

our new Red!

what ’s  new
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Freedom in movement

New! The Travelsleeper T5 with additional level. The modern 

travel cot can be set up in two simple steps: turn, click and 

ready! Very nice and new with the Travelsleeper T5 is the extra 

level you can use during the first few weeks with your little 

one. You do not have to bend too much to raise your baby and 

burden your back as little as possible. With a sturdy zipper, you 

easily attach the extra level. When your baby can sit, he can 

sleep or play without the extra level. Perfect!

what ’s  new

TRAVELSLEEPER T5
with addi t ional  level .

Sturdy zipper Velcro fastener
With click system

Mattress (opt ional ) 

Includes protective cover Suitable from birth to 15 kg

Quickly fold into a small package

Basic mattress included

Dirt and water repellent upholstery,

7 legs for good support

Extra mattress for even more comfort 

Washable matress cover

Includes protective cover

ABOUT 
TRAVEL

SLEEPER
T5
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ABOUT 
TRAVEL

SLEEPER
T5

Matras (opt ioneel ) 

also in red melange

TRAVELSLEEPER T5

Even a superhero needs to sleep

A sleepover or just on a holiday? The Travel cot T5  is a great 

example of a well thought-out design. This beautiful, modern 

travel cot has a timeless design with calm colours. It is a travel 

cot you want to take to sleepovers at grandma and grandpa 

because it is so easy to fold in and bring along. The bed can be 

set up in less than a minute and can be used by everyone. Fold, 

click and done. The travel cot T5 is now also in red melange!

With protective bag Suitable from birth to 15 kg.

Quickly fold into a small package

Includes basic mattress

Dirt and water repellent upholstery,UV resistant

7 feet for great support

Extra mattress for even more comfort 

Washable mattress cover

Includes protective cover
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OVER
SIMBA

T4

Thanks to the comfortable Simba T4 Buggy by Koelstra a day out 

with your child becomes easy as pie. The buggy is extremely easy 

in use and a true featherweight, weighing in at only 7,2 kg. Because of 

its weight it can be brought along easily wherever the journey might take 

you. The umbrella-system makes the buggy easy to fold into a small and 

handy packet that fits effortlessly in your car. 

With handle and transport lock Grocery baksetsAdjustable backrest in 5-position from seat 

All wheels have suspension Suitable from about 6 months to 15 kg

Lockable castors

Simple folding and folding, as an umbrella

All wheels have suspension view
window

All wheels have suspension. Suitable 
from about 6 months to 15 kg

SIMBA T4

Our Original
 also in red!

Here it is, our Original. . .
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SIMBA TWIN T4

ACCESSORIES
The Simba T4 and the Simba Twin T4 are complete with the following 

accessories. For example, with the Flightcases, your Koelstra buggy is easy to 

take on the plane and travel. Packed as a compact package he takes up little 

space and gets your buggy safe.

Safety  f ront  bar

Rain cover  S imba T4 & S imba Twin T4

Travel  bag S imba T4

F l ightcase S imba T4 & S imba Twin T4

Suitable for Simba T4 & Simba twin T4

Rain covers for buggy and twin buggy

Your child remains safely seated in the buggy

Protects your baby aganist wind and rain, with storage bag

Complete your Original

Store your Simba T4 buggy quickly and efficiently

Bring your buggy on a plane in a compact way

With handle, adjustable shoulder strap and name badge

Handy wheels

Foot  muff  Rody

Sof t-seat

Polar  f leece b lanket

Parasol

Padded, matching foot muff

Comfortable inlay for your buggy

Protects your baby against the cold

The Soft-seat has a summer and winter side

Warm polar fleece blanket 

Adjustable attachment system

Washable and both sides can be used

Protects your baby against the sun

Out and about with two children, with the Simba Twin T4 duo-

buggy by Koelstra you can! The children can either sit or lie 

down comfortably, because the backrest is adjustable and 

can be set to 5 different positions. The leg rest is adjustable 

as well. Your children are in an enjoyable position no matter 

what. The buggy is easy to bring along because of its high-

performance and lightweight frame. Thanks to the 5-point 

safety harness your kids remain safely in place.
Adapter  k i t  Mibasket  & Maxi-Cosi

Suitable for mounting the Mibasket 

Suitable for the attachment of various models of car seats
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Mambo Daily

B INQUE DAILY
& MAMBO DAILY

OVER 
B INQUE

DAILY
& MAMBO 

DAILY

Freedom in motion

With Koelstra’s Binque Daily & Mambo Daily stroller, you can 

effortlessly drive on any terrain. These comfortable strollers are 

not only viable and strong, but also cool and comfortable. With 

lockable castors on the front, you smoothly and easily maneuver 

through the narrowest streets and shopping streets. 

Frame Reiswieg Banana (opt ioneel ) B inque Dai ly  /  Mambo Dai ly

Suitable for babies from birthSuitable from about 6 months to 15 kg 

Extra safety bracket with entry function Easy and compact folding Mattress with Airflow System

Adjustable backrest, 5 positions of
seat to sleep

Also available as Mambo Daily, with
one swivel wheel on the front

Lightweight aluminum frame 

Also available as Mambo Daily, with
one swivel wheel on the  front
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Nimme Bine

D IAPER BAGS

Relax.. . it’s a lazy day

Can be used from birth to 9 kg Can be put in bounce mode and in a fixed position

Sit, relax and sleep position Dirt, water and UV repellent fabric

Adjustable 3-point safety harness The fabric is removable from the frame and washable

ABOUT NIMME,
BINE&

GINE

Koelstra’s sturdy diaper bags are a contemporary musthave for 

stylish parents. These sturdy and practical diaper bags provide 

you with enough space to store all the items you need on your way 

for your baby. New is our Gine diaper bag. The Gine has a tough 

appearance through the use of canvas and artificial leather accents. 

Perfect for mom and dad! The Gine diaper bag Is available in grey and 

stone green. And is wearing the carrying grip and shoulder strap as well 

as handbag and shoulder bag. With the smart fastening system, you 

can easily attach the bag to the pushchair.

Our new 
Nenne

 Diaper bag!
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SITSET T3
ABOUT
SITSET

T3

In the Sitset T3 baby bouncer by Koelstra your kid can 

entertain itself perfectly. The bouncer has a sit, relax and sleep 

position and can be used from birth. From this comfortable 

bouncer your kid can relax and discover the world around him 

in a safe way. In a safe way because the bouncer comes with 

a 3-point safety harness. The Sitset T3 comes with a handy 

carrying system so you can bring the bouncer along on holiday 

or visiting someone. 

Suitable from birth, up to 9 kg The Sitset T3 has a swing and fixed position

3 modes, sitting, sleep and sleep mode Dirt and water repellent fabrication, UV resistant

Adjustable 3-point seat belt The cover is made of the frame and washable
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Orig inal

Specia l  edi t ion

Black

Grey melange Denim black Denim blue

Grey JadeNavy Stone green

#koelstra

Nimme

Nenne

Melange Red

Melange Red

Si tset  T3
***

Binque Dai ly
* *

Binque Dai ly 
pack

*** *

Mambo Dai ly
** *

Mambo Dai ly
pack

**

Buddybag * * ** *

Banana * *

Parasol ** **

Footmuff  Rody
**

Simba T4

Simba Twin T4

Bine

Travels leeper  T5

Or ig inal Specia l  edi t ion
Black Grey Jade Melange Red Olive/Stone green Grey melange Denim black Denim blueNavy Melange red

YOUR
OPTIONS

You are my favorite colour

We hope you have become excited about the new one 

Koelstra collection! We would like to meet you at one of our 

dealers where our specialists can tell everything about our products. Became 

curious? Online you find us at: www.koelstra.com, Pinterest, Instagram and 

Facebook. Here we will keep you up posted of all our new products and actions. 

This brochure was co-founded thanks to: Roan Fashion & Pandstore.

Koelstra 2.0 BV - Wethouder Buitenhuisstraat 1 - 7951 SJ - Staphorst - the Netherlands V2 - Changes reserved - *as long as stock lasts

Travels leeper  T5 
wi th addi t ional  level

Safety  f ront  bar

Rain cover  S imba T4 & 
S imba Twin T4

Travel  bag S imba T4

F l ightcase S imba T4 
& S imba Twin T4

Polar  f leece b lanket

Adapter  k i t  Mibasket 
& Maxi-Cosi

Accessoi r ies for  B inque Dai ly  /  Mambo Dai ly

With a # also accesoiries for Binque Daily / Mambo Daily 
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#koelstra
www.koelstra.com


